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have a licensed email address I have not registered with a quiz creator. This is my first time, please do not send me emails with
button and other pop-ups. Like this emailaddress I accept I will not use the quiz to try and get free stuff I will not play the test
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A: Split each line on both sides, and reverse the order of the resulting array, then split on \b for each group. Try this:
#!/usr/bin/perl use strict; use warnings; while () { if (/^\s*\b(LicensedemailandregistrationcodeWondersharequizcreator\b)\s*\z/)
{ $tokens = split '\s*\b(LicensedemailandregistrationcodeWondersharequizcreator\b)\s*\z', $_; ($first, $rest) = splice @tokens,
0, 2; print join'', $first,'', $rest; } } __DATA__ LicensedemailandregistrationcodeWondersharequizcreator Replace the \b with
[A-Za-z_] to allow for unicode (uppercase/lowercase), underscores, and other non-word characters. Q: Hide/remove link on
child page if category is not available i am using so much categories in my shop. And i need to remove the link, when a category
is not available in that shop. I need an idea how to write this in codeigniter. how can i do this? A: There are a few things you
would need to do here, I am assuming you are using categories for a category attribute on each of your product, this attribute
would be a display_attribute in the product model or a virtual attribute in the product controller. In your product model: function
get_attribute($attr_name, $display_mode = FALSE) { // Get the product category $category = $this->get_categories();
$category_ids = array(); if (!empty($category)) { foreach ($category as $cat) { $category_ids[] = $cat->get_id(); } } $out =
array f678ea9f9e
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